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Internationalist
• severs UPS ties
By Lipika Choudhury & Chelsea Taylor

Assistant News Editor & News Writer
Of the more than 60 clubs and organizations at the
University of Puget Sound, The Internationalist has been
surrounded by controversy since its establishment a year
ago. The international affairs magazine recently decided
to pursue their goals independently of ASUPS, putting an
end to the constant speculation of their status.
Two weeks ago, an advisor from The Internationalist
approached ASUPS and explained that they wanted to
pursue a different direction and that they therefore did
not want to utilize the budget that ASUPS had already
allocated for them. At the Senate meeting last Thursday,
ASUPS agreed and immediately froze the accounts of The
Internationalist.
"We hope that it is clear to everyone that while The
Internationalist was born here, it's now a private entity.
We will continue to be interested because our Alumni created the magazine and many students and members of
if faculty still continue to be involved in the publication,"
Dean of Students Houston Doherty said.
Recently, questions concerning The Internationalist's
practices over the summer have surfaced. According to
ASUPS, The Internationalist ,d4 4-to,t zgp_gt transactions_,
concerning finances, advertising and contracts during the
summer.
"The best we can do now is to clean up and clear up the
relationship," Doherty said. "Everyone I've spoken to is
in agreement that they want The Internationalist to succeed. We wish them well and want to continue to be helpful to them in the future."
The Internationalist established itself as a non-profit
organization in the state of Washington in May but continued to receive funding from ASUPS. ASUPS' regulations apply to all clubs and organizations, and ASUrS
laws strictly prohibit graduates from being involved with
student-run projects.
"By their own admission, ASUPS does not have the
resources to fund a project of this scope and, rightfully,
ASUPS' bylaws do not permit alumni to be involved in
student projects. If the magazine were to be printed four
times per year and be distributed nationally, the
Internationalist had to become a separate entity
fromASUPS," Nick Edwards, founder and editor-in-chief
of The Internatinoalist, said.
When Edwards and fellow members of The

See INTERNATIONALIST, page 2
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Gomes critiques Bush
By Doug Sprague

Editor-in-Chief
This November's presidential
election is viewed by most people
around the nation as being one of
the most important in our history.
There is a widespread -belief that
the country is at a crossroads, and
people have strong opinions about
who they feel is the person to lead
this country down the right road.
Dr. Reverend Peter Gomes is
one of these people.
The Trail had an opportunity to
sit down with this year's Swope
lecturer before his speech on Sept.
13. The conversation ranged over
many topics concerning the
upcoming election, but the subject
that dominated was Gomes' belief
in the importance of debate, dissent
and discussion as fundamental elements of a healthy democracy.
"The quality of debate and disKimron Thomas/ ASUPS Photo Services
cussion is very poor," Gomes
STANDING TALL—Dr. Reverend Peter Gomes orates on Sept. 13 in the
said,."And it is designed that way
Fieldhouse, where he spoke as part of the Swope Lecture Series.
by the powers that be ... We should
- think in terms that if we don't
for the majority of people to blindly lively, if not handled correctly.
debate, discuss and dissent, in the accept the ideas that the Bush admin"Far more sophisticated leaders
Jong run it's even going to be worse, istration is giving them, especially than we have, have tried to (tame the
because we will create a far more danconcerning the war on terrorism. He Middle East) and failed," Gomes said.
gerous world in which to live."
"So we need to learn from that hisbelieves that it is too terrifying to
Gomes is also a strong believer most people to have to think about toric experience, and we have to learn
that the current administration has
what is going on around the world, from our own immediate experience.
co-opted the idea of patriotism and even when the evidence is contradic"If we hope to effect affairs in this
defined it in terms of unquestioning tory to what they are being told.
area, we need to deal far more seriloyalty to the government's motives
It is also the Middle East itself that ously with the cultural elements than
and policies. This, he believes, has worries Gomes, as well as the meth- the capacity to pound medieval civieffectively prevented most discussion ods that the Bush administration lizations to the ground."
and dissent from even starting.
Failing to consider the aftermath
chooses to use to construct its foreign
For Comes, this is not true patriot- policy.
of the ground wars in Afghanistan,
ism.
He points to the fact that nobody and, especially, in Iraq is what Gomes
"(Patriotism) is love of country," in history has completely subdued views to be the biggest failing of the
he said. "And, therefore, you want the Middle East, although many have Bush administrations efforts in the
your country to be loveable, worthy
tried. The British and the Russians Middle East.
of your loyalty"
"One would think that with all of
gave us explicit examples of how
This lack of debate and discussion badly things would turn out in the the smart people in the State
has made it easier, in Gomes' view, Middle East and Afghanistan, respec-

See GOMES, page 4

ASUPS unveils redesigned web site
By Meg Gauger
News Writer
For many students, the university website serves
one function—the
gateway to checking email.
However, in the
interest of keeping
students more involved and informed, a
group of students set out to design a new
website. Theodore Meriam, director of
technology services, Ryan Cunningham,
Associated Students of the University of
Puget Sound (ASUPS) President and
Wesley Magee, ASUPS vice president, took
it upon themselves to create a common
place for the campus community to access
a variety of services. They introduced the
website to the Residence Life Staff on Aug.
16.

"I think it's great because of the
textbook exchange," sophomore
Johanna Wallner, a sophomore and
Schiff Resident Assistant, said. "It's
very handy to have as your home
page because there are links to both
Blackboard and Cascade on the
homepage."
While designing the new website, the officers were trying to
make it as accessible as possible to
students. "We wanted to make it as userfriendly as possible," Magee said. "We
want everyone to be able to log on and edit
the program, even if you have very little
computer knowledge."
Since launching the website, a range of
people within thestudent body have been
accessing and editing pages applicable to
the activities they are involved in. People
with editing capabilities range from the
Residential Life Staff to students adding
personal web pages, as well as club presi-

dents and media heads. Consequently, the
website receives a large amount of traffic.
As of Sept. 14, the website had 1,777 independent visitors. In addition, the website is
receiving international traffic, the most
coming from Mexico with about 720 visitors.
Students seem to be pleased with the
site. "I love how the dubs are on the site,"
said sophomore Ruth Marston. "It makes it
easy to know who to talk to."
"When they showed the RAs the site
this fall, we gave (ASUPS) a standing ovation," sophomore Peter Crow said.
However there are a number of students
who haven't explored the site much. "I've
only been (to the site) a couple of times,"
freshman Emily Alm said. "I felt it was
pretty hard to navigate."
Last year, a much simpler version of the
website existed. "The old website was pretty static," said Cunningham, who also did
the graphic design for the website.

"Basically, the people who used it were
people who wanted to find out about the
by-laws of ASUPS," Mageesaid.
"(Students) were setting the homepages
to web mail," Cunningham said. "We
wanted to produce a good website that
people could set the web pages to."
Now people are logging on to download anything ranging from photos to
movie times.
One of the contributing factors to the
new website is the new technological support available. "We are seeing that ASUPS
is continually becoming more technologically driven," Meriam said. ASUPS is now
documenting all of their senate meetings
online. "This saves us a lot of paper,"
Magee said. "Instead of having 26 individual documents, it is all accessible online."
In addition to supporting ASUPS, Meriam
is able to provide technological support to
students designing personal or club web-

See ASUPS, page 2
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Block party builds community

Internationalist

By Brandon Lueken
News Writer

When Edwards and fellow members of The Internationalist met this
summer they realized that their
vision for the future of the magazine
could only be fulfilled by severing
all ties with the University.
There are two categories of clubs
at UPS: recognized and registered.
Recognized clubs have the distinction of receiving money from
ASUPS. The Internationalist started
last year as a recognized club of
ASUPS in order to receive the necessary money and technological
materials to create the magazine.
"The initial mission behind The
Internationalist was to provide a
forum for the discussion of global
issues and ideas," Edwards, said.
"That mission has remained the
same except that we have expanded
that forum to include over 20
schools across the country. UPS students are now not only participating in the discussion, but they are
also moderating the discussion as
editors of the magazine."
Since The Internationalist wants
to expand their audience and circulation, it is necessary to operate
independently of the University.
"We started the magazine as seniors and, a few months after graduating, we decided to turn the publication into a nationally distributed
collegiate magazine," Edwards
said. "There are absolutely no bad
relations, as far as I know, between
ASUPS and the Internationalist. The
nature of the project [The
Internationalist] demanded that it

The block party for the
language and theme houses
continued with panache
despite rain Sept. 17.
Scheduled to take place on
Lawrence Street, otherwise
known as "theme house
row," the rain disappointed
students and the event was
moved into the Rotunda.
The first of its kind, the
gathering was aimed at
bringing a greater realization of the theme houses'
contributions and to help to
build camaraderie among
Kate Nolde/ASUPS Photo Service
the houses.
SAKE IT TO ME Members of the Japanese house, along with
"Before, the theme housother theme house residents, participated in the first on campus
es were spread out all over houses block party in the Rotunda on Sept. 17.
the campus housing,"
Housing Coordinator
Outhaus — a theme house focused on outdoors
Debbie Chee said. "They were exempted from
activities — had a bicycle repair shop set up
the housing lottery and it just wasn't fair to the
outside, and the Japanese house allowed forcommunity"
eign treats so long as they were picked up using
This has changed since Chee took over as chopsticks.
the Housing Coordinator four years ago. Sipcg.
Some houses put themselves on display,
then, she has consolidated the houses to
such as The Realms of the Imagination a fantaLawrence, with a few themed residences on sy house that had chain mail for passer-bys to
13th, 12th, and Alder.
try on. While other houses had sweets and delChee explained that the barbeque and block icacies, with the Sci-fi house offering alien
party has been a goal ASUPS has had for quiet
cookies and the French house offering slightly
some time as a way to establish a sense of comburned fondue.
munity among the houses.
The block party was a way for students liv"This year, there's been a real focus to get to ing in theme houses to getting to know their
know people and it's cool,"junior Tim Guasco neighbors.
of the Independent Arts house said. "In dorm
"Last year, we didn't know any of our neighlife, you're real close and get to know people. In
bors, we didn't talk to them or get to know
theme houses it's harder.
them at all until like the last month of school,"
"But we keep going out there and meeting said senior Eddie Monge of the Independent
people. Last year we put up fliers and we got Arts house.
maybe three or four people we didn't already
Theme houses teaming up for these activiknow. I mean, with these programs and this e- ties also displayed an increasing familiarity
mail list, we just send an e-mail to people and a among the different residencies. Most recently
bunch of people we don't know show up, and the Ben and Jerry's Literature House and the
we get to meet a few new people."
Science Fiction houses discussed Orson Scott
All the theme houses attended the event,
Card's Ender's Game and ate a variety of ice
despite the cramped interior of the Rotunda. cream.
ASUPS sponsored a DJ booth, while the
Such functions are a stipulation of being a
Resident Community Coordinators provided a theme house in which residents must put on
barbeque.
four activities a semester that benefit the comThe houses themselves brought their own munity. To make students more aware of these
entertainments, services and goodies for those
activities many of the theme houses provided
who attended. The German and Spanish hous- email sign-up lists.
es had a Twister mat, and the Ben and Jerry's
Freshman Brandon Lueken has a penchant for
Literature house sponsored a limerick contest,
slightly burned fondue on his toast in the morning.
offering a pint of ice cream to the winner. The
—
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be separate from ASUPS, but we
still look forward to working cooperatively with ASUPS toward our
mutual goal of bringing opportunities to UPS students and prestige to
the school," Edwards said.
Despite rumors, ASUPS would
like to stress that they are not suing
The Internationalist.
"We want to see The
Internationalist succeed in every
way and we do not want antagonism between The Internationalist
and ASUPS," ASUPS President
Ryan Cunningham said.
By deciding to become a separate
entity, The Internationalist will have
to change some of the basic ways in
which it has been operating. The
magazine will no longer be able to
identify itself as a publication associated with UPS, use University
email addresses to fulfill its ends, or
solicit ads by affiliating itself with
the University.
"While it is not an ASUPS publication, we think that The
Internationalist will be very beneficial to both students who have an
opportunity to work on a national
publication as undergrads and to
UPS itself," Edwards said.
With many UPS students and
professors contributing to this
year's first issue, the magazine
should surface in early October.

•
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To respond to this article please email
trailnews@ups.edu.
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Continued from page 1

In addition to supporting ASUPS, Meriam is able to provide technological support to students designing personal or club websites.
Magee, Meriam and Cunningham hope that the website will be around
in future years. "We tried to design it so that it could serve as a backbone
for future sites," Meriam said. "We know that design issues may change,
but I think that key features such as the log, the logger exchange and the
scrapbook are going to stick around."
The site is continually being updated with photos. The homepage randomly loads photos as you log on and the scrapbook is usually updated
two hours after any big event. Despite positive feedback, Cunningham and
Magee agree that the site is continually being worked on. "We hear a lot of
positive feedback on the website, but we also hear about glitches. We're
still fixing things up."

Freshman Meg Gauger wishes she got a standing ovation every time she made
someting new.
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Debate over paying senators resurfaces
rot Seth Doherty
News Writer
Many various works and organizations on campus are
paid by the Associated Students of the University of Puget
Sound, yet the senators themselves do not receive any pay.
While members of the Trail, the core staff of KUPS, the
Pssident, Vice President and Publicity Chair of ASUPS all
receive stipends, the members of the Senate body itself do
not.
There has been much debate over this and it has been
tried twice in the past, during the school years of 19971998 and 2003-2004.
In the 1997-1998 school year, the ASUPS executives
decided that senators would receive pay in certain ciraimstances and for certain stipulations, yet no money was
given out and no official reason was provided.
On May 2, 2002 a docket presented by former student
and ASUPS President from 2002-2003, Ben Shelton, was
passed by the ASUPS Senate officially giving Senators a
biannual stipend when they met official requirements.
5Enatorial duties according to the bill include giving
Weekly progress reports, attending all meetings, having
weekly office hours and meeting with at least one committee a week.
Only six of thel2 senators received their stipend for the
fall semester. The ASUPS Executives removed stipends

before the spring semester. They felt the program was not
working and was actually lowering the motivation of the
senators. After failing to meet a requirement, senators had
little motivation to follow the guidelines because they
knew they would not receive compensation for their time.
Current Vice President Wesley Magee believes that
although Senators receive no monetary compensation,
"benefits are created through other means."
Each semester, the senators have a getaway and
receive free admission to campus films.
"We understand the work and effort that many
Senators put into making this campus a better place and
therefore believe that compensation is necessary. What
form this compensation takes has been debated for a long
period of time, but we feel as though what we have provided is appropriate," Magee said.
Some senators disagree. Junior Mike Leis, a senator on
the Finance Committee is troubled by the amount of work
put in by senators with little compensation. His committee
is constantly approving money for paid positions in other
organizations that he feels comparatively have minimal
work. There seems to be no move to attempt to provide
senators with stipends again, so for now, their work will
continue to be a voluntary service to the University.

Seth Doherty would like to emphasize that he does get paid
for writing for The Trail.

4tudents create alumni connections
By Kali Seisler

News Writer
On Sept. 16 over 160 University of
Puget Sound students attended Ask
Wight, an event designed to help students network with alumni. The 64
alumni in attendance represented 55
different majors and minors.
"Ask Night helps students
become more prepared for their life
after graduation," Ron Albertson
Associate Director of Career and
Employment Services, said. "There
is something for everyone and it's
useful for students to see and experience networking first hand."
The alumni attended the event in
an effort to provide students with the
_opportunity to ask questions and
receive advice about potential
careers. Students learned about job
search strategies as well as how to
start preparing for future careers during their time at UPS.
"Several students developed conections and some have already
Made appointments to meet with the
alumni again over coffee to further
network. Ask Night really helps give
students skills in networking which
is an important life strategy,"
Recruitment/Special Event
Coordinator Leah Vance said.

Some students were frustrated
with the night and weren't sure how
to go about the networking they were
there to accomplish.
"It was hard to find people you
specifically wanted to talk to because
there were so many people wandering around," Junior Communication
major Ashley Comar said.
Despite the crowded room, many
students appreciated the experience
or were excited about the opportunities they learned about.
For students who missed Ask
Night, or those who want to extend
their networking, there are over 1800
alumni on the Ask Online sharing
network website. ASK online is accessible through the career and
Employment services website.
Alumni can be contacted at any time
for help and advice concerning
preparing for future careers and looking for jobs.
While Ask Night primarily
focused on networking, the upcoming Employer Expo on Oct. 6 and 7
from 4-7 p.m. will give students an
opportunity to network and explore
career opportunities and job offers.

Junior Kali Seisler is glad she doesn't
have to worry about networking now
that she writes for the Trail.

Life is calling.
How far
fa will you go?
Learn how you can continue
the UPS's legacy of service in
the Peace Corps!

Kevinliupy/ASUPSPhotoServices

SENATORS AT WORK—Sophomore Senator Cameron
Gibson and Senior Senator John Hines engage in avid discussions like this every Thursday night as part of formal
Senate.

Greeks welcome Moe Stephens
By Kaitlyn Hogue

News Writer
At the end of his emails, Moe Stephens
always says, "Vision without action is a daydream; Action without vision is a nightmare."
As the new Assistant Director of Student
Activities for Greek Life, vision and action are
exactly what he hopes to bring to UPS.
Hired in July, Stephens felt that Puget
Sound was the place for him.
"I have gotten to know so many incredible
students through my work," he said, "but the
students here at UPS are the type I like to work
with the most."
His job at Puget Sound involves providing
education opportunities, leadership, and policy administration and acting as an advocate
for the students.
"If students have an idea for the Greek
community, I help them steer through the
waters of administration," Stephens said.
Stephens has already started to make plans
for things he wants to accomplish this year.
One idea is to make Greek students feel more
involved in the campus community.
"The Greek community can sometimes
seem a separate entity from the University,"
he said. "But with more interaction with clubs,
alumni and faculty, including faculty mentors, I think the Greek community will soon be
integrated with the campus community."
Although he has many ideas for this year,
he wou'i be ii faking immediate changes.
"I don't want to be the guy who comes in
and changes everything," Stephens said. "I
just want to observe, see how things work and
then hopefully improve on them."
His supervisor Maria Palmquist, the
Associate Director of Student Activities, knew
right away that Stephens was right for the job.
"We needed a person who could take

Greek community to the next
"...Students here
level," she said.
"We had a
at UPS are the
good foundatype I like to
tion, but we
work with the
needed somemost."
one to move us
— Mae Step ens
beyond the staAssistant Director
tus quo, 'someof Greek Life
one who had
confidence and
understanding
in what Greek
life is all about. Moe was that person."
While attending college in Indiana,
Stephens found his passion for Greek life and
the opportunities it provided to explore community service and leadership.
"College is already a safe place to try new
things, but Greek life provides the opportunity to do them in a structured environment," he
said. "It also provides a family feel away from
home with a group of people who care about
you as an individual."
He followed his passion as the Director of
Expansion for Phi Delta Theta for three years
and then became a Greek life advisor for
California State University, Sacramento.
Some other events he is looking forward to
are the Greek Summit, a possible foursquare
tournament to benefit St. Jude's Hospital, and,
of course, recruitment in the spring. He hopes
that nothing will keep students from trying
out the Greek life.
"There are a lot of stereotypes, and some of
them are deserved," he said. "But the Greek
community is changing and overcoming these
stereotypes while still holding onto its values."

Freshman Kaitlyn Hogue wants someone to
steer her through the waters of life.

Thursday, October 7
Peace Corps Afternoon Info Mfg
Wheelock Student Center
Murray Board Room
1:30 to 3:00 pm
Fall Career Fair
Wheelock Student Center
4:00 to 7:00 pm
Interviews will be held at UPS on

Wednesday, October 27. To qualify,
you must submit an application by
Monday, October 25, and be ready to
leave by November 2005.
www.peacecorps.gov
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Gomes
Department and in the Pentagon,
they would say, 'Ok, we can do the
military thing, we know that, but
beyond that is the real hard task.' It
did not contemplate what would you
do after the obvious (victory) would
happen," Gomes said.
As an ordained minister of the
American Baptist church, Gomes also
has issues with president Bush's use
of Christianity in his rhetoric. He
views Bush's rhetoric as being one of
absolutism, triumphalism and selfinterest.
He believes it lacks the aspects of
humility, mutual sacrifice and
supreme judgment — all of which are
key to the Christian Gospels. Gomes
also pointed to a quote from
Abraham Lincoln during the Civil
War as highlighting a key shortcoming to Bush's rhetoric. When somebody asked president Lincoln if God
was on their side, he said, "No, but let
us hope we are on God's side."
"There is none of that, 'What does
God want us to do?"' Gomes said. "I
believe if God is whispering in the ear
of the president, the president is not
listening. God is calling for a much
more humane, much broader way of
dealing with things than we appear
to have.
"I would rather he be a plain-spoken, secular man with a policy with
which I disagree, as opposed to a
proto-Christian who says this is
God's design for the way the world is
to operate. I think the religion part is
a fig leaf, in some sense, for a secular
agenda."
Gomes continued, saying he
believes that President Bush's religious beliefs mirror many American's
"cafeteria Christianity," in which they
take the parts of the religion they like
and ignore those that they don't like,
and this is why Bush is as popular as
he is.
Gomes strongly believes that
President Bush's beliefs fundamentally contradict many Christian teachings and that the mainline Christian
denominations have not taken a

News 44

"If we hope to effect
affairs in this area
[Middle East' , we need
to deal far more seriously with the cultural elements..."
— Peter Gomes
Dr. Reverend

strong enough stance in pointing
these'contradictions out.
"(President Bush's) own church,
the United Methodist Church, is at
odds with him. He refused to meet
with his own bishops. So the argument that I make is that people who
are Christians that believe this is contrary to their understanding of
Christian faith, or at least have questions about this application of
Christianity, should say so. They
should not allow Christianity to be
defined for them in terms of current
U political policy, the same way that
they should not allow patriotism to
be defined in terms of current political policy."
Gomes left off with a warning concerning the effect of President Bush's
foreign policy on our relations with
the rest of the world.
"The President is amazing, and his
pals are amazing. They say, 'Knowing
what we know today, we would still
do what we did then.' That's insane!"
Gomes said. "Everyone of (the
assumptions they went into the war
with) has been proven false. False
then, false now. Most people would
say, 'on the basis of this evidence we
need to reconsider our position,' but
not us! In a setting where both truth
and learning from experience are all
part of what it's about, that is an
unacceptable way of conducting foreign policy."

Doug Spague is senior aspiring to be
as influential as Gomes.

Rind() spends sabbatical
writing "Silver Screen' ,
By Ryan Honick
N
IVritcr
For most faculty, sabbaticals are a time to
conduct research, write papers and perhaps
relax. For Dr. John Rindo, it was a time to
unleash his creative energies and face the
obstacles of the blank page.
Rindo, a professor of the Theatre Arts
department for 15 years, recently returned
from a year long sabbatical during which he
co-wrote the musical "Silver Screen" with
colleague Geoffrey Block, a professor of the
MuSic Arts department.
"Silver Screen" is set in the 1930s and is
influenced by the song-and-dance musical
comedies of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers.
When asked about the premise of the musical, Rindo was careful not to leak too many
details.
"Let's just say it's a love story, and it has a
play within a play," Rindo said.
Rindo confessed that he had written at
least a dozen drafts before he was satisfied
with the work. The musical, which Rindo is
producing himself, is to be performed in late
October as a concert piece and staged reading, meaning that the audience will see the
play in its entirety, but without the nuances
of lighting, sound, and staging, additionally
the actors will read with the aid of scripts.
"They aren't reading it cold," Rindo
explained. "But it's a convention in the theatre that when a new play is being born that
there is a stage reading of it so that the
emphasis doesn't have to be on the technical
things."
Rindo also said he chose this methodology because it is the easiest way to observe the
musical's progress and get a feel for the
rhythm.
"This is a light, effervescent and genuinely fun piece, and I hope this musical is of
interest to everyone not just theatre studentsparticularly those interested in actual play
development," Rindo said.
Aside from working on the musical during his sabbatical, Rindo also went to
London and saw 18 plays in 13 days. He Was
enthralled to be able to observe the directori-
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BREAK A LEG—John Rindo looks forward

to the production of his musical, "Silver
Screen," in late October.
al techniques of Trevor Nunn, the Artistic
Director of the Royal Shakespeare theatre.
Nunn is best known for directing musicals
that include "Les Miserables," "Cats" and
"Anything Goes."
"I enjoy [watching Nunn] a lot because I
get new ideas and new techniques that I can
use in my classes," he said.
Now that the musical is completed, Rindo
has no plans of slowing down. The most
important thing in his pursuit is persistence.
"Keep writing, you just have to keep writing," Rindo said.
Rindo has written four previous plays,
three of which have been produced, and he
hopes to one day make it to Broadway.
"I know it's a long and difficult road, and
I have big goals," he explained. He has
already begun work on his next piece entitled "Buddy," a children's theatre musical.

Freshman Ryan Honick thinks that
Rindo would he cooler if his last name was
Rambo.
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Most Puget Sound students have 0-4 chinks" when they party.
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67%
3.4
17%

typically have 0-4 drinks
when they party

YOUNG ZELLER IS HURT IN PRACTICE GAME

is the average number of

The seven-year-old son of President Zeller wandered too

drinks consumed at a party

far from the bleachers Tuesday afternoon when the U.P.S.
abstain from alcohol

Puget Sound stl.3dents know

squad was practicing football and was run over by a bunch
of big fellows who were watching the ball and not the boy.

caw t o party with re

Manager Waggoner hurried to the rescue and when the

4

blood and dust and tears were washed from the little fel.3w's
would support another students
decision to call for medical
assistance in the event of possible
alcohol poisoning

face no bones were found broken, but the lad's lower lip was
badly bruised and several teeth loosened. This was young
Mr. Zeller's first experience on the gridiron and as he was not
badly injured, he will probably be out again in a few days.

II

would call for assistance if
concerned that a friend might be
suffering from alcohol poisoning
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Diversions showcases student art
By Erin Goldsmith

Student Life Editor

What do you think about
third party voting?
"1 like it. But
it's useless."
Brad Smith
Sophomore
"1 voted for a third
party in 2000. The
two party system
blows."
Blaire Notrica
Senior
411.

"A vote for Nader
is a vote for Bush.
Go Nader!"
Beau Jacobson
Sophmore

"Better than
voting for Bush"
Laurel Bandy
Sophmore
"1 believe third
party voting is a
waste of your vote
and all voting is
picking the lesser
of all evils."
Elliot O'Connor
Sophomore

You may have noticed the pastel flyers around campus,
or maybe the Walla Walla native in one of your classes. Or
perhaps she drew you pictures while you were sick at
Passages (my first interaction), and you've surely marveled at the seven square paintings that hang above your
sleepy-head as you wait for that morning caffeine fix.
Whichever way, you have somehow — perhaps unbeknownst to you — encountered the exceptional talent of
Cleo Peterson.
Peterson, a senior art major, is the artist behind Student
Emotion: an artistic exploration of college suicide — otherwise known as the totally awesome art in Diversion's Café.
A recipient of an Arts and Humanities summer research
grant, Peterson decided to focus her project on suicide
amongst college students
Inspired by a friend that struggled with depression,
self-mutilation, and attempted suicide, Peterson focused
her research on college suicide, a hot topic in the media
today. While the number of college suicides is slowly
climbing, the real rise in college suicide—which is actually
less common than in college-age students not attending
college — is a highly increased awareness. Most colleges
and universities offer suicide programs, like Puget Sound's
Mandated Assessment for Risk of Suicidality and SelfHarm (M.A.R.S.S.H.) protocol that is designed to prevent
suicide amongst students. Peterson's own exploration into
the area exemplifies this increased awareness that is targeted not only towards the textbook depressive, but towards
all students dealing with the complications of sudden
independence, moving away from home, and the pressure
of balancing social and academic pressures. Impassioned
by the struggle and triumph of her friend "Alyssa," whom
the project is dedicated, as well as her own awareness of
the turbulent emotions experienced by all college students,
Peterson created artwork that resonates with everyone
Those squares hanging from the beams of the café are
actually 14x14 masonite "cardboard" with oil paint and the
cold wax (beeswax and turpentine) method to create the
texture that brings life to the pieces.
The curious observer may have noticed the dates posted on the back of each piece; beginning with Sunday,
August 22, each title, corresponds to a day of the week.
While each day of the week is represented, these dates do

Brenna Cote/ASUPS Photo Services

PROUD ARTIST—Artist Cleo Peterson poses in front of

her display in Diversions Cafe.
not create a consecutive week but each represent a significant day of the college year. Though the pieces clearly
belong together, each piece is distinct in color and the emotion it evokes. The artist, who describes her work as
abstract expressionism, likens her paintings to a "journal
entry," chronicling a year of tumultuous emotions in the
college student. Peterson intentionally keeps the intended
emotion and significance of the days from the viewer, however, in order for each person to interpret the art on their
own.
To gauge a complete understanding from the artist you
can either persuade her to give up a copy of the final project report with the prontise nOt fo divulge any secrets, or—
and I would go with this second idea since this writer has
already employed the first — attend Cleo Peterson's
research presentation Wednesday, September 29, at 7:00pm
in the Murray Boardroom.
The display will end its exhibit in the café this week,
where it was greatly admired by UPS students, faculty,
staff, and visitors to campus. Peterson was even offered a
large sum for the work, but declined. The work is too
important to her, Peterson explains, and she wants to keep
it in her portfolio for the future — which will most likely
include graduate school. After her presentation, Peterson's
work will be included in an exhibit entitled "Mans
Inhumanity Towards Man" at a manuscript museum in
Tacoma from October through December. This may be the
first of Cleo Peterson's museum exhibits, but it surely will
not be the last.

Sophmore Erin Goldsmith really appreciates her morning
caffeine fix.

yVi-Fi spreads across campus
By Scott Worthington

Student Life Writer

ctrl
alt
del

UPS has made it easy to cut the cable clutter and go wireless. Wireless access was initially installed on campus four years ago,
g with two chemistry labs on the third
floor of Thompson. However, wireless access'
presence has since grown on campus, but due the low profile, there is confusion to where
these base stations really are.
"I don't really know where it is," said senior Brian Olin "I know it's in the library
somewhere and in the SUB, but that's about it."
Wireless access is located in four main locations: Most areas of Wheelock Student
enter, areas on the first and second floors of Maclntyre, areas on the second and third
oors of Thompson, and in OIS in the basement of the library. However, the signal
extends upstairs, so you'll be able to connect in some areas of iCommons as well. This,
however is not very impressive; recently, UPS was ranked 38th in Intel's "Most Unwired
College Campuses" survey, which ranks the top 100 schools for wireless computing
access across the country.
11
Wi-Fi, short for wireless fidelity, allows users to wirelessly surf the internet, send emails, use IM, and anything else that they would be able to do when tethered to an eth"net cable. Wi-Fi is exploding all over, with cafés, airports, businesses, schools and
homes adding wireless 'hotspots' to their capabilities. As a bonus, Wi-Fi eliminates the
need for an ethernet fable, relieving laptop users of one less cable to lug around. Wi-Fi
works much like a pcktable telephone. There are two components: base stations, which
send out the signal, and receivers, which are installed in a laptop or desktop. Base stations typically have a range of roughly 150 to 200 feet and if you have a wireless card
installed in your laptop, you'll be able to easily connect to any base station. Wireless cards
ve dropped vastly in price over the last two years, and typically cost no more than $50.
"I like the convenience, mobility, and not having to worry about carrying around
wires," UPS junior Richard Martin said. "I would like to see it available in all the buildiings and classrooms on campus." Mark Young, Director of Network and Server Systems,
wants to correct this problem. "There is a commitment on the part of the university to
implement wireless access," Young said.
He hopes to be able to begin a three-phase expansion of our current wireless network.
.ccording to Young, the first phase will "focus on large areas where students and faculty congregate" and will hopefully "be in place in the next 9 to 18 months." Proposed
future locations include more areas in the library, lounges in resident halls, lecture halls
' in Thompson and MacIntyre, and even the Fieldhouse. Young stresses that these plans are
strictly dependant on funding and the success of securing the wireless network — a current
n issue in the U.P.S. community. As there is no current fund set up for the project, OIS
will have to be able to acquire not only money for the one time installation, but also a conuing budget for service, and as with any technology, eventual upgrading. He estimates
that the first phase may cost up to $30,000. Later phases include plans to equip individual dorm-rooms, dassrooms, and even outdoor areas.
Though the availability of Wi-Fi is not ubiquitous on campus, it is still offered in
enough locations as to be useful. Its convenience and relatively low cost allows anyone
with a laptop to be able to ditch their cable and still be 'plugged in'.
.

Senior Scott Worthington is a self-professed computer nerd, and proud of it.

Lindsey Atwood
Tiffany Barrans
Jen Davis
Robin Harris
Chelsea Hayden
Jean McDougall
Kiki Nichols
Marilee Randall
Lindsay Robinson
Vanessa Scott-Thorson
Rachel Tailby
Jenna Watts
Jess Wise

Diversity Theme Year
http /ovw ups eduidsaithemeyeart

Current Wi-Fi Locations:
3rd Floor Thompson (CheMistry Labs)
Thompson 360, 241 (Biology Labs)
Thompson 324 (Computer Science)
Marshall Hall
Diversions Cafe/Lounge Area
2nd Floor of SUB (ASUPS)
Library
McIntire 1st floor (Batton Lounge)
McIntire 2nd floor (Econ)
Three Phase Plan
Phase 1
Future expansion plans include lecture
halls (MC 003 103 107 - TH 126 124 130)
Library (iCommons, Tech Center, Front
"Great Room")
Fieldhouse
Lounges in Resident Halls
Phase 2
Individual classrooms, individual dorm
rooms
Phase 3
Outdoor areas

All are welcome.
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Liberals, don't
be Nader haters
Why the Left
shouldn't sell out
and vote Kerry

This is a rather
impressive
list that
quixotic
the hysterical and
knight
frantic left has leveled
against W., and if all
errant
By Michael Allen
their worst fears were
Opinions Writer
true, I would be
ecstatic.
As an ardent supAfter the Civil War, Democrats were not
porter of third-party politics, I have often
elected for 20 years due to their tacit and
been faced with the accusation, from comrades and trendy hippies alike, that my actual support of the South. In 1964,
Kennedy signed into law the Civil Rights
vote for anyone but John Kerry is a vote for
Act, and stated that the Democrats had just
George Bush.
I find it quite odd that these supposed lost the South, which they did. The
Democrats have yet to truly gain back the
students of Marx are steadfast supporters
South in any presidential election. But
of the status quo, yet even the mighty
ranks of the Communist Party and the think, how eager will the American public
Socialist Democrats of America have both be willing to vote Republican in 2008 after
such a President? 2012?
thrown in their respec2016?
tive hats, bowed
To put it simply, let's
down and now sup... is Bush not the blessing
rely on the old German
port Kerry. However,
we are looking for? If he
Communist Party sayis Bush not the blessheightens
suffering to its
ing: "The worse things
ing we are looking
'II , ical extremities, then the
get, the better."
for? If we allow Kerry
afflicted people will
Right now, we are
to soften the contrainevitably remedy or reject
mired in a system
dictions of the
the system.
where we are forced to
sociopolitical strucpick between a weak
tures of capitalism,
Democrat and an
would not "true
extremist Republican. This system will
change" be delayed? If Bush heightens sufcontinue indefinitely until a radical shift
fering to its illogical extremities, then the
afflicted people will inevitably remedy or occurs. Bush is that shift. The libertarian
right is already disenfranchised by the
reject the system.
Now, putting aside this wonderful Republican Party and the left has been distanced from it; it is the middle that the left
monstrosity of logic that "liberals" are so
accustomed to reciting, playing with this needs to actualize their agenda. The
idea has made me welcome it more as the Democrats (or a third party) would gain
election year has progressed. After all, no that middle weight for a prolonged period
matter who I vote for, the former allies in of time under a second presidency of
my academic battle trench still maintain "King George II."
In a world where the Democrats lose a
that I am voting for a two-party system.
second election due to disenfranchised
Let us look at a vote for Bush under this
perspective: without having to worry leftists, this will guarantee their push to
the left as they have to capture their falterabout getting reelected, President Bush
will still permit logging of national forests ing base (a lesson they should have
and drilling in the Arctic; will continue to learned four years ago, but apparently
build the National Missile Defense (a must be taught again).
The precious policy goals that we have
Clinton administration project) which will
cause China to preemptively invade been denied for so long (universal health
Taiwan; will appoint Supreme Court jus- care, education and child care; democracy;
tices who will overturn Roe v. Wade and reduced foreign entanglements; environban abortion. He will allow unchecked mentalism; progressive taxation, etc.) will
pollution; will keep giving our allies the start to materialize as those in power will
proverbial finger as Americans become finally be held accountable to the voters
internationally isolated; will continue to and not to those who pay for their elecdevelop Tactical Nuclear Weapons; will tions.
In 2004, I am going to continue to do
allow the bourgeoisie to go tax-free and
mandate that everyone own an SUV; will what I have always advocated. I will vote
ban protests and reduce civil liberties to for my hopes, and not vote because of
just two; will inflict his daughters on some manufactured fears.
Michael Allen is waiting for the revolution
America for four more years and will "libto begin.
erate" Iran, North Korea and, say, France.

Editor
To the Editor:
The proceedings of the Republicans in New York City
last week initially left me shocked and angry. I am also
saddened by what I saw and heard at their convention:
national leaders spewing venom on their opponent like
1 have never heard before. Men who called themselves,
or identified with George W. Bush as, compassionate
conservatives turned the cheering crowd into a display
of nationalistic frenzy.
What I saw and heard was neither compassionate nor
conservative. As an American, I expect more from my
national leaders. As a man of faith, I expect truthfulness,
fairness, justice, and a large dose of humility. From my
living room, 1 heard none of it Only hall truths, distorted "facts" proclaimed with unwarranted pride to win the
vote. The vicious attacks by Zell Miller and Dick Cheney
cast an appalling unseen darkness over the convention.
The buffoonery of Arnold Schwarzenegger was neither
cute, nor funny, nor enlightening.
As an Orthodox Christian my understanding of corn-

2004 campaigns
colored by doxa
By Patrick Hutchison

Opinions Writer
The 2004 U.S. presidential election has
come to embody Plato's
"doxa."
In The Republic,
Socrates explains to his
student that doxa is categorized between
truth and ignorance; it manifests itself
when people fail to seek true knowledge
and, in its stead, focus on false appearances. Whether it's Republicans criticizing
Kerry for "flip-flopping" on critical issues
(i.e. war) or the ambiguity surrounding
Bush's military service, appearances have
dominated this election race.
If Plato were alive today, he would
agree that the media's pervasive influence
and promotion of doxa has severely damaged the democratic election process.
Last week, the impact of doxa became
particularly significant. CBS and Dan
Rather were attacked for using an incriminating but suspect document, alleging that
President Bush dodged his military duties,
on "60 Minutes II." The Republican Party
was quick to respond to this allegation,
threatening CBS with a legal reprimand
and accusing the Democratic Party of
being responsible. Scott McClellan, the
White House press secretary, said, "(t)he
Democrats have made it clear that they
intend to try to tear down the president
and throw the kitchen sink at us because
they can't run on John Kerry's record and
because they see him falling behind in the
polls. And that's what this is about."
Rather pointed out that Republicans are
using this event as a diversion to overshadow the real issue at hand: Bush's service — or lack thereof.
At the time, various political analysts
conceded that if the documents were
indeed false — and possibly even if they
were not — Kerry's chances of winning the
upcoming presidential election would be
severely undercut. On "Fox News Live,"
Pat Caddell, a Democratic strategist, openly acknowledged that fact, saying that "it
would be the end of the race. (Democrats)
are so involved in this, they have gotten
themselves so involved in this issue that ...

if they're no
authentic, they'r
resident
going to es
blamed for it.'
philosopher few days later
CBS admitte
king
that the authen
ticity of the mili
tary document
used by Rather could not be verified. c
Is this what politics has come to? Ar
presidential races being determined b
commercials, biased candidate reports
and the media? Will a news report on
be the decisive factor in elections from no
on? I sure hope not! In the grand scheme o
things, all of these appearances are it
want to the campaign. Some may ar
that appearances such as military servic
demonstrate the candidates' merit and c
be used to gauge how they will deal wi
certain situations. But the bottom line
that with or without proof of Bush's sere
ice we still have all we need to make
informed decision.
Kerry has proven himself to be a stand
up guy. He served his country valiantly
after returning home he fought to stop
unjust war and went on to have a success
ful career in politics.
Bush, on the other hand, is a rich ki
who has little to show for himself. He
been arrested three times, evaded servic
in Vietnam and reportedly told th
Swedish Prime Minister Gorran Perrson
unaware that TV cameras were still rolling
"It's a miracle I won. I was running agains
peace, prosperity and incumbency." Th
most potent evidence against Bush, hdw
ever, is apparent in his tenure as President
Bush has proven himself an inept leader
We don't need a military document to to
us that.
Before voting this year, look beyond th
doxa, beyond the false appearance
swarming in the American media I
political campaigns, and get the real facts
Model your political decisions on the lik
ness of Plato's celebrated "philosopher
king," who ignores the distraction of dox
in his pursuit of true knowledge.

Patrick Hutchison just read "The Republic'
in PG

Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily mpresent the opinions of The Trail. The Trail encourages
all readers to respond to articles or important issues by writinza letter to the editor. Columns and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion of thnEeditorial board. The Trail reserves th€0
right to refuse anything that is submitted for publication. Letters must be signed with a full name and
phone number, should contain fewer than 300 words, and are due no later than 5 p.m. on Mondays.
Letters may be e-mailed to trmlops@ups.edu or delivered through the mail to Campus Mailbox 1095.

is grounded in the person of Christ, and that
understanding does not dwell or focus on fear. Fear and
the arousal to fear is not what the Christian faith is all
about. It is not what America is all about. Playing upon
the tragedies of 911 for political gain is deplorable!
Stretching the truth in the name of Truth is unacceptable! From beginning to end, the Republicans from the
President down chanted one litany over and over again:
VW. are in danger. You should be afraid, and we can save
ion. Oh, these weren't their exact words, but that was
their intent. Compassion demands that issues he
addressed, that the truth be told and solutions he found.
Otherwise, it is nothing but a mockery of the word and
the One who lived it.
Within the last year, 1.5 million more Americans are
now in poverty. and 1.3 million more Americans, many
of whom are children, are without health insurance.
Over the past 3 years, record numbers of Americans
have been swamped by credit card debt, trying to support and provide for their families. Bankruptcies are
approaching an all time high. Veterans' benefits have
been cut. Hospitals have been closed. More soldiers will
return from Iraq suffering post traumatic stress syndrome caused by prolonged tours of duty under impossible conditions. How and where will they receive treatment? The horrific images from Iraqi and Afghan prisons haunt us, while only the lowest ranked soldiers have
p:-Ision
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been held accountable. The final report called for e
accountability from the top down! And finally, the "miscalculations" George W. Bush reluctantly admitted to
have left over 14,000 Iraqi citizens dead, with thousands
more seriously injured. No. This War is not just about
Our war dead, well over 1,000 if the truth were known,
but the death and suffering of the Iraqi people. Its also
about American families under unbearable stress, hav
e
ing their loved ones in harm's way and unable to pro-'
vide for their families' needs.
Poverty, lack of health insurance, bankruptcies, trauma, abuse, miscalculations, death and suffering xvere
never mentioned by the Republicans in New York. And
yet they deluded themselves with their own distorted
reality, while puffing themselves up with pride over m
their minimal accomplishments for the past three and'
one half years. They wrapped themselves in the
American flag and blessed themselves. I am appalled!
Scott Miller

Send us your thoughts.
Submit a Letter to the Editor
to trailops@ups.edu
by 5 p.m. Monday
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Political inactivism abounds
By Chris van Vechten

Opinions Writer
recently transferred to the University of Puget
Sound from DePaul University, a campus known
throughout the Chicagoland area for its characteristically high level of participation in political activism. I
assumed that UPS would be a similar environment,
but sadly I have instead found the campus community to be unusually apathetic toward politics in general.
The indifference seems to be catching. Despite the
fact that arguably the most important presidential
election of our lifetime is only weeks away, an election
the outcome of which could very well define
America's place in the 21st century, I haven't the
slightest desire to get involved.
I'm finding that I'm not alone. Kimberly Larson, a
fellow transfer student from the University of
California at Berkley, shares my disappointment with
the general focus of UPS's political organizations.
Larson was a member of the Young Democrats at
Berkley and had planed to continue her affiliation
with the organization through the UPS chapter. But
after attending this year's first meeting of the YD she
decided she no longer wanted to continue her association.
Larsen had come to the meeting in search of "intellectual conversations with fellow Democrats about
subjects that pertain to college students." Instead, she
left with the impression that the UPS chapter of the
YD was more concerned with voter registration than
discussing the issues currently affecting our nation
and the ways the Democratic Party plans to address
them.
Now I don't want to belittle the importance of
voter registration, it is an election year after all. But, I
contend that if students are not made aware of the
issues, if they're not inspired to go out and make a difference, then they won't. Quite frankly, if the college
groups won't address the concerns of students, then
who will?
Certainly not the candidates — neither Bush nor
Kerry has been working particularly hard to earn my
vote. The target demographic for both candidates is

nader
the
traitor

HOMWEWORK
clearly the "baby boomer" generation, hence the bulk
of this year's campaign promises involving words
like "Medicare" and "Social Security," and the ongoing trivial debate about who did or did not do what
in Vietnam.
Our generation couldn't care less about Vietnam.
We care about Iraq, Afghanistan and the scores of
both international and domestic issues surrounding
Bush's war on terror. We care about how we're going
to be able to pay for our next year of college, and
whether or not there will be any jobs out there for us
when we graduate.
But ours is a relatively small and weak generation
compared to the one the politicians currently seek to
impress. The candidates know our sphere of influence
is limited, as are our potential campaign contributions. Our power lies solely in our votes, and traditionally our age group is least likely to exercise that
power.
It's up to the campus organizations to motivate us;
they have to do the work that neither Bush nor Kerry
is taking the time to do. Yes, voter registration is
important, but the primary focus should always be
geared toward the issues the party stands for and not
the party itself. If we do that then students will get
excited and register on their own initiative.
I implore the YD, as well as the Young
Republicans, to reconsider the importance of raising
the issues this semester. Otherwise we will be
doomed to a registered, but unmotivated, electorate
who will prove as beneficial to our cause as a Ralph
Nader supporter.
Chris van Vechten is ready to go mano a mano with

fellow Opinions writer Michael Allen about Nader
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Live off-campus?

Our view of life on campus

Need a place to crash between

Eddie Bauer renaming its maroon clothing
"cabernet." Cabernet Friday, anyone?

classes? You can use...

Non-members being relegated to the kids' table
at AS UPS Formal Senate

Excellent beginning-of-the-year lectures

Falling plants in the Cafe

UPS football's brand spanking new
2-0 record
Faked documents on CBS' "60 Minutes
II"

The new ASUPS website, designed and
constructed by the new administration

3309 N. 11th,
open Sam to 5pm
cable TV, kitchen, comfy couches

The early appearance of rain
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Soccer

Women's soccer team dominates on the field
By Phil Hawkins

The third-ranked UPS women's soccer team began conference play on
Sept. 18 at home and demonstrated why they are one of the elite Division
III soccer programs. Welcoming the Lewis & Clark Pioneers to their first
year of Northwest Conference soccer, the Loggers controlled every aspect of
the game and came away with a 4-0 victory. Puget Sound raced out to an
early 3-0 first half lead with a combination of goal scoring from new and
veteran players. Junior Elizabeth Pitman put the Loggers on the scoreboard
in the 18th minute after finishing on a cross from sophomore Lea John. Less
than six minutes later, senior Tera Anderson capitalized on a well placed
cross from junior Cortney Kjar. Finishing out the half, Tacoma native and
freshman Adrienne Folsom scored an unassisted goal in the 43rd minute.
Just minutes into the second half, Folsom scitteezed her way past three
Pioneer defenders, scoring the Loggers fourth and final goal of the day.
Folsom has been on a tear as of late, showing no signs of a difficult adjustment to college soccer. She, along with teammates Kjar and Anderson, lead
the Loggers in scoring with five goals a piece.
Sunday's game on Sept. 19 was of significantly more importance. Puget
Sound hosted conference rival and no. 10 ranked Willamette University.
Last season, the Loggers (12-1-1) edged past the Bearcats (11-1-2) by a single
game to win the NWC title and an automatic berth in the national tournament. What was expected to be a close game on Sunday quickly turned into
another dominating performance on both sides of the ball for the Loggers,
as they came away with their second 4-0 win in as many days. The first half
began with two quick goals inside of twenty minutes. Senior Bridget Stolee
put the Loggers ahead off an assist by Pitman. Nearly seven minutes later,
Anderson scored her second goal of the weekend, an unassisted shot from
the top of the penalty box. The rest of the first half was knotted up as each
team failed to take advantage of several scoring opportunities. The same
back and forth„actiorr continued for most of the second half until Pitman
found Kjar in the 78th minute. Kjar swept it past the Willamette goalkeeper for the Loggers third score of the day. It was Pitmank-second assist of the
match. John tacked on the final Puget Sound goal in the 85th minute after
she picked off a short clearance and lofted it over the goalkeeper from 25
yards out. Pitman was awarded the NWC Offensive Player of the Week for
contributing a goal and two assists to the Logger's wins. On the other side
of the ball, Stolee was named the NWC Defensive Player of the Week for
help limiting both opponents to a combined seven shots on goal.
The weekend victories were a perfect showcase for the tight defense and
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high scoring that the Loggers hope to utilize in
order to win their third NWC title in four years.
"I think we have a great chance at going all the
way this year and finishing our season with a
win," senior Tara Wood said. "We have tons of
experience returning to our team and all of us
know what it takes to win it all."
The Loggers are coming off a season in which
they set a program record for wins (18), but lost in
a heartbreaking double overtime match at home in
the quarterfinals.
"Last year's loss was a tough one to take and it
is definitely something that we don't want to happen again. However, I think the loss is helping us
see what we need to do to get further in the tournament," Wood said.
Puget Sound has brought back enough talent
around the ball to be serious contenders for a
national championship this season. The Loggers
return four 1st Team All-NWC players including
two-time All-American and the 2003 Defensive
Player of the Year, Stolee. Kjar, Pitman and junior Erin Williams round out
the rest of Puget Sound's 1st team representatives.
The Loggers have used their lock down defense and timely scoring to
outscore opponents 17-2 en route to beginning 5-0, 2-0 this year. Williams
has already recorded four shutouts and continues to have the best goals
against average (0.434) of any goalkeeper in UPS history.
The only legitimate competition the Loggers must face on their way to
another NWC title is the Bearcats, and the recent 4-0 win is encouraging.
Despite Puget Sound's recent success in the NWC, Willamette has won nine
of the past 11 conference titles, and games between the national powers are
typically close and heated. Seven of the past eight matches between the two
teams have been decided by a goal or less. However, the disappointment of
two quarterfinals losses in as many years is enough to motivate the Loggers
to eclipse even last year's record setting season.
"The NWC is a very tough, competitive conference with a handful of
nationally ranked teams," Wood said. "We know that we have to play every
game with as much intensity as we would for a championship game. I think
if we can accomplish that, our team has a great chance of making it back to
North Carolina, the site where the Final Four is played."
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Men's soccer singularly fixated on
conference title as season takes off
By John Dugan
Sports Editor

From an outsider's perspective, it appears the UPS men's soccer team had a fantastic
year in 2003, and the numbers are there to back it up. Last year's team compiled the
third ten-win season for UPS since 1999 while losing only once, set a school record for
goals in a season with 54 and produced the Northwest Conference Offensive Player of
the Year in senior Tyler Niemack.
The number that does not appear in the stat book, however, is the number that truly
matters: one. As in one point. As in the amount by which the Loggers lost the NWC
championship, and a playoff berth, last year when they tied Pacific Lutheran on the
final day of the season. Despite all the accolades and records, the number that affected them the most was one.
"That was extremely disappointing," Niemack said. "That disappointment looms
heavily on the heads of (the seniors). It makes us want that championship even
more.
The Loggers were hoping to come into this season as the two-time defending NWC
champs, but instead find themselves in the position of challengers to the throne.
Their ascent up the league ladder to the championship may prove easier than expected. Linfield, the defending conference champs, has stumbled to only two wins in
their first seven games. But the Loggers know not to put too much weight in preseason results.
"From top to bottom, the conference is almost always strong," head coach Reece
Olney said. "It's very difficult to win on the road against anyone (in conference). We
expect to win at home, but it's hard to get those three points (for a win) on the road."
"There'spo one team that we focus on; every team in conference is dangerous,"
Niemack sat "With where we've been over the last few years, we bring out the best
from our opponents."
The Loggers plan to contend — while a target of their opposing teams — by utilizing their good, old-fashioned experience and leadership. Only nine of the 28 players
on the team are underclassmen, and all but two of the teams' starters return from last
year. With so many players returning from last year's bitter end to the season, there is
some serious motivation to go farther than any UPS team has gone before.
"(The experience) is nothing but positive for us," Niemack said. "So many guys
have been there before, it makes us hard to rattle."
Niemack wasn't rattled by much at all last year, when he was the NWC's best offensive player with UPS taking the title as the best offensive team. It's that offense that
will drive the Loggers again this season, but it is the diversity of that offensive attack
that will be giving opposing defenses fits.
"This is the deepest team I've ever played on," Niemack said. So far this season, the
Loggers have scored 16 goals in six games — from 10 different scorers.
"We're returning a lot of firepower from last year," Olney said. "There are signs that
this year, we'll be even more productive. But our defense will allow the offense to do
what it wants."
With the offense still intact from last year and starting to heat up, (13 goals in the
last two games,) the key to this team will be its defense. Niemack said the Loggers
"will only be as good as the defense," which so far has been stellar, allowing only one
goal all season. Goalkeeper Brian Lawson has a paltry 0.17 goals-against average, and
the Loggers have out-shot their opponents 74-26.
As UPS enters conference play with a chip on its shoulder and an experienced team
running on all cylinders, their goals are high and their confidence is even higher.
"Last year, we fell one point short, and that's been our motivating factor," Olney
said. "This year, we can't accept anything short of a championship. That's the expectation we've set for ourselves with so much success."
So the Loggers start the season with focusing on the same number they finished last
year thinking about: one. As in where they plan to finish the year, atop the NWC
standings.
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"Garden State" isn't just green
By Rachel Decker

A&E Assistant Editor
Ahh... "Garden State."
That one little word nicely
sums up Zack Braff's first film,
"Garden State."
It's Braff's first try at writing,
directing and starring in a major
motion picture. Most guys start
out with just one job (and most
start out writing really creepy
gruesome low-budget horror
flicks — if you don't believe me
just ask Peter Jackson about his
first film "Dead Alive") but Braff
does it all, and boy does he do it
well.
Braff
plays
Andrew
Largeman, a kid all phased out
on antidepressants his psychiatrist pop, played by Ian Holm,
has been prescribing for him
since he was 12. He comes back
home to New Jersey, for his
mother's funeral, for the first
time in ten years. And oh yeah,
he's an actor too, plagued by the
incessant question, "Didn't you
play that retarded kid ... in that
one movie?" In reality, he's got a
side job as a waiter in an Asian
restaurant, and the best part is
the required eyeliner as part of
his attire.
His relationship with his
father leaves something to be
desired, with an almost complete
lack of communication and (sigh)
love. And he lives in a gigantic
house ... which further emphasizes Braff's character's feelings
of loneliness and isolation.
In the beginning of the movie,
an old friend of Braff's mother
makes him try on the shirt she
made him. Unfortunately it's the

same exact pattern of the wallpaper in the bathroom, perfectly
illustrating Braff's feelings of
anonimity. His reaction is priceless as he stands in front of the
wallpaper. His grimace says it all.
The film takes place over only
a couple of days, but surprisingly
a lot happens in this short period
of time. The film doesn't become
typical though, mostly due to
Braff's creative script and what
each character brings to the
screen.
Along the way, Braff's character meets up with an old friend,
Mark, played by Peter Sarsgaard,
who's actually pretty creepy —
digging graves for a living and
stealing jewelry right off the
corpses. And he's kinda into
heavy drugs and young girls too,
but that's beside the point.
In any case, while waiting for
his neurology appointment, Braff
meets Sam, played by the beautiful Natalie Portman, who's wearing a pair of headphones bigger
than her body. So they smile and
he offers her a ride home, at
which point he partakes in the
burial of a rodent and begins to
experience Sam's crazy and
charming personality.
Portman brings to her character a lovely sense of innocence,
but also a genuine sense of
humor as well. She dances quite
a bit as well, which is what gets
Braff to smile in that slow way
that he does, melting hearts and
making moments on the big
screen.
The chemistry between all
characters, not just Braff and
Pot Loan, are what make up the
small threads in the story.

Portman and Braff really do look
through each other's eyes, Braff
and his father really can't communicate and it's exactly the
right kind of awkward, and
Sarsgaard and Braff portray the
distance — but at the same time
closeness — of old friends.
Saying anymore would be like
those annoying previews that
show the entire movie before it's
released. But the movie does
exceed and excel expectation,
with its creative innocence and
sweet silences.
One also can't ignore the
incredible Indie-fest soundtrack.
Featured are the Shins (twice!)
and the beautiful Iron and Wine
cover of The Postal Service hit,
"Such Great Heights." There are
newcomers too, such as Frou
Frou, whose "Let Go," carried the
previews all summer.
For those of you not up on the
Indie scene, Coldplay is even featured as well. The soundtrack is
mellow, soft and sweet — and fits
perfectly into those tiny little
spaces where words would be
over-kill.
Overall, the movie exceeds
expectations — it delights, it surprises, ithallenges. Braff's characters come to life, but in a very
real way. It's like YOUR LIFE up
there, well that is, if you're a
heavily medicated young actor
isolated and separated from
everyone, including yourself. It's
honest, it's sweet; it's deliciously
wonderful. In a word... ahh

Rachel wants to marry Zack Braff.
Or he could just write her a poem.

Take a study b
Intimate Strangers (R)
Daily: 4:45, 7:00, 9:15
Sat/Sun: 12:15, 2:30, 4:45, 7:00, 9:15

Garden State (R)
Daily: 4:30, 6:45, 9:00
Sat/Sun: 12:00, 2:15, 4:30, 6:45, 9:00

Napoleon Dynamite (PG)
Daily: 5:00, 7:30, 9:30
Sat/Sun: 12:45, 3:00, 5:00, 7:30, 9:30
Tickets are only $5 with your current student ID!

Tarr Tame m a

606 Fawcett Ave1253-593-44741grandcinema.com
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"New Song

P

by Ben Lee
By Keith Ferguson
A&E Writer
In a lot of ways, September is like the
beginning of a new paragraph; that para-:
graph, of course, being the year ahead. Yes, technically, the New
Year is demarcated as January 1, but to be honest, I never really
feel the surge of freshness on January 1 that I do this time of year,
when everything is new. Usually, the difference between life on
December 31 and life on January 1 tends be measured merely in
things like whiskey sours and midnight kisses, both of which
happen to bare little weight on the actual year ahead. (Unless of
course you find yourself actually taking a prolonged interest in
either whiskey sours or the person you kiss at midnight.)
On the other hand, September to me has always been about
new classes, new books, new clothes, new activities, and in recent
years, new living arrangements and new jobs. Perhaps it's a
strange joke that the month that actually springboards the withering season of autumn is also one of renewal and beginning.
I suppose you could say that I take beginnings seriously.
Now, for those of you who happen to know me well — and
given the size of our campus, the odds are stacked highly in your
favor — you probably know I am a man that operates according
to some uniquely rigid processes. Not to say that I am the sort of
individual who counts his footsteps on the way to class or performs any other such rituals to navigate his way through daily
life. Luckily, my neuroses are of a slightly lesser shade.
For example, each semester I choose one espresso drink and
primarily drink just that one beverage, only occasionally steering
away from it; I do this because I am (perhaps overly so) conscious
of my own nostalgia, and because I know that in the future I will
associate certain tastes and smells with certain phases in my life.
Consequently, a caramel-banana latte brings to mind the spring
of my sixth grade year and a blonde girl named Gina, whereas a
hazelnut latte reminds me of my freshman year here at UPS and
all that went along with it, including yet another blonde girl.
The point is: I like to have some overarching thematic
approach to the clearly defined chapters in my life so that when
I want to remember them, I may do so rather easily. Now, recognizing that this is not exactly normal on a per individual basis, I
would humbly like to remind you that people are weird, including you most likely, and for that very reason, English-speaking
people have found it necessary to write into their language the
word quirk, which by the way, has a different connotation than
flaw. Monica on "Friends" reinvented this idea in her use of the
word "Thing," as in "Everyone's got their thing."
Anyway, beyond my Espresso Drink Thing, I also have a
Music In The Shower Thing. It's true; I need a shower in the
morning the same way Jared Leto needed heroine in Requiem for
a Dream. And for me, a shower is best when it is accompanied by
some great music to get me going. Until I came to college, in fact,
I listened to music in the shower more than not. But once I
entered into dorm life, I decided it would he best to not be that
kid who hauled his boombox into the shower-room and then
played Marvin Gaye's "Gotta Give It Up, Part 1" really loudly.
After all, how many friends does that guy have?
The reason I like music in the shower is the same reason I like
to drink the same espresso drink for a semester: it gives me a
direction and tone for one detachable unit of time in my laughable, nail-biting existence. Some people choose personal theme
songs for the same reason; songs that they feel sum up what it is
that gets them through life, a sort of compressed life philosophy
set to a melody or rhythm.
I feel that just one theme song is not enough though. I could
e , c h oose and
a song Er d say, "Okay, that's it from 110VAI on. There
nev
will he no other songs. I am 'Born to Run.' Case closed." But, I do
like the idea of theme songs; certain recordings that you decide
be with vou for a while, on the back of your mind and the tip
of your tongue, until some other song comes along and possesses you in a new way.
In high school I had a very good friend I just loved spending
time with because she, too, was not afraid of her own idiosyncratic things, one of which was taking on disposable theme
songs. In our junior year of high school we got on the subject of
our new theme songs for the new year; mine was "Good Day
Sunshine" by The Beatles, hers was "New Song" by Ben Lee. 1
had never heard it before she played it for me, but I memorized
the chorus immediately and in all honesty that song has probably
had more influence on my outlook on life than "Good Day
Sunshine" ever has.
The whole song has a happy-go-luckiness about it that cannot
be denied. The verses are cool and sang through a smile, but the
reason this song is so possessing is its chorus: a laid-back mantra
of "I'm gonna make it through/ and I'm gonna do it all" sang
perfectly by Lee and a band of upbeat musical brothers. The song
ends with a clap-along to the chorus that always does it for me,
being everything you could ever want from a chorus.
So, I've decided that I'm going to be starting a lot of mornings
with this song this year, at least for a while, and as I go to
Diversions Cafe everyday to order my Almond Latte, I will be
singing in my mind about making it throUgh , and doing it all.

For more iniU cure Tlw Amp column, links to song lyrics or audio
clips, visit asups.ups.edu/trail/ae/anni
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Shuttle blasts students off campus
also R&B, Funk, Blues and all artist Gregory Barsamian.
There isn't much happening at
those other music varieties that
usually don't play at the Gorge. the Tacoma Dome these days
For those Loggers who stand A couple of caveats, though: the (unless you're into RV Shows or
friendless, car-less, friend-with- minors are not permitted after 10 Rubber Stamp exhibits), but the
car-less or anywhere in between, pm, which only gives you a three- bus and Amtrak stations are the
but are fortunate enough to have hour window (less, if you take main reason this rounds off the
enough time off for a trip around the 7:30 shuttle). Plus, the enter- itinerary, said Palmquist. "It was
the South Sound, the new tainment usually starts around 9. always hard for kids to get to the
Saturday Shuttle Service is just As a possible alternative, Grange Tacoma Dome bus station so they
what the doctor, er, professor, recommends nearby Shakabrah could then go to Seattle," she
Java, another live-music venue. said. "This should make it easier.
ordered.
Granted, the students who fit Just be sure you have enough for They could also take the bus
down to the Puyallup fair."
into the above categories are the cover charge.
Also, the nearby train station
The Grand Cinema on 6th and
scarce enough to be an endangered species. But you'd think Fawcett is "Probably the main means easily accessible trips to
there'd be enough of them to fill appeal" for
kids using
an eleven-seat van.
The service's maiden run two the Shuttle
weeks ago was stalled when no service,
"It's just a cool opportunity to give
one showed up for the grand Grange said.
students without a car a chance to
opening, according to senior The multiLuke Grange, one of two week- plex specialsee parts of Tacoma they wouldn't
end planners who will chauffer izes in the
otherwise wouldn't see. I hope
Saturday travelers. The service independent,
people use it."
offers six different stops every foreign o,r
— Luke Grange
two hours from 3:30 pm to,mid- second-run
Senior
night, departing campus from W. (also known
15th street along the Diversions . as jump-cut)
Café. The early trips last week film range.
Currently
were only slightly more popular.
Northern
and
"We haven't done a whole lot playing is "Napoleon Dynamite," Oregon
of advertising," said Marta "Garden State," "Intimate Washington.
Possibilities for altering or
Palmquist, the Associate Director Strangers" and "High Fidelity "If
for Student Activities who helped you have to wait for your show- expanding the route and number
plan the shuttle system over the time, you might consider dinner of shuttles will depend on the
summer. "It could take a bit of at one of several surrounding number of kids who use it, as
well as their preferences, accordrestaurants. Make a night of it.
time for word to get around."
The Theater District houses ing to Palmquist. But for now, the
To help speed things up a bit,
here's a primer on the current many spaces such as the plans are to continue the shuttle
attractions at and around the Broadway Center for Performing route through the fall semester.
"Right now it's a pretty good
drop-off points:
Arts which features three stage
The Blue Mouse Theater in the houses — the Rialto, the Pantages loop," she said, "But when interProctor District. This 81 year-old, and the Theater on the Square. est picks up, student input will
restored, single-screen movie Your source for symphonies, con- probably follow."
"The specifics of the program
house is Washington's oldest certs, musicals, dance performmovie theater, and one of the old- ances and even comedy acts. Not will probably come to depend on
est in the country. A different sec- much Saturday action is happen- the number of persons using it,
ond-run film is shown every ing yet, but once the 2004-05 sea- and what their needs might be,"
week (this week it was "Spider- son gets underway, check out Grange said. "I'm sure student
Man 2").
their schedule at www.broad- input will eventually be used for
If that's not retro enough for waycenter.org .
different stops and pick-up times.
you, every second and fourth
The shuttle drop-off by the It's just a cool opportunity to give
Saturday of the month "The UW-Tacoma Bookstore puts you students without a car a chance to
Rocky Horror Picture Show" is within walking distance of the see parts of Tacoma they othershown at midnight, complete Tacoma Art, Washington State wise wouldn't see. I hope people
with live ensemble and audience History and Glass Museums. use it."
participation.
Currently showing exhibits of,
Passes for 11 round-trips on
Jazz Bones on 6th Ave is a respectively, landscapes from the the shuttle can be purchased at
restaurant/nightclub that fea- Hudson River Art School, Lewis the SUB Info Center for $10.
tures a different musical act every and Clark's westward exploJared Smith doesn't think he has
Saturday night — some jazz, but ration and glass sculptures by
his finger on the social pulse.
By Jared Smith

A&E Writer
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ASUPS Special Double Feature

October 15-17

October 29-31

November 12-14

Siri Michel-Midelfort/ASUPS Photo Services
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Senior Luke Grange grins as he greets his shuttle passengers for his

weekly Saturday trip around Tacoma. The shuttle goes to such locations as The Grand, The Blue Mouse and
the Tacoma Dome. Passes for the shuttle can be obtained at the Info Center for just $10 for 11 rides.

October 1 7-74

November 5-7

November 19-21

Macyntire 003
$1 wI ID, $2 General Admission
Fridays: 9:30 pm and 12 am

Saturdays: 8 pm and 10:30 pm
Sundays: 6 pm and 8:30 pm
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Rock sells democracy as well as albums
Musicians look for creative
avenues to get out the message, and the message is vote!
By Rastko Starcevic

A&E Writer
If presidential candidates have a new
enemy to fear these days, it is definitely the
music industry. Over the past year, and
especially the last few months, the music
business has been very active in getting
young people to get out and vote.
It has done everything from putting
Bush and Kerry's daughters on MTV urging voters, to releasing music CDs such as

Rock Against Bush Vol 1 & 2, which completely affronted President Bush. Along
with that, numerous organizations including Music for America, Punk Voter, the
League of Pissed off Voters and
Downtown for Democracy have been educating the younger generations to vote
through rock shows and performances.
Another movement, Bands against
Bush, said that its goal is to "create an
international movement which uses music
and art and the support systems of these
activities for protest and political involvement." If there is a profound message
being all these acts it is get out and vote!
Taking a more biased approach, LA
punk group NOFX recently released a CD
titled, "The War on Errorism," which is

loaded with Bush-bashing songs. Green
Day followed suite with "American Idiot,"
as well as Radiohead's "Hail to the Thief,"
all of which encourage their listeners to
vote President Bush out of office. All three
of these bands have been on tour preaching their political views around the country. This list of politically orientated CDs
continues to grow as the November elections draw nearer.
Another aspect of this collaboration
between musicians and politics are the
concert tours created in decrease voter
apathy. Punk Voter, an organization created by various bands, is having its own
Rock Against Bush tour, which is touring
the nation in swing states lecturing politics
through music. The goal of Punk Voter is

"to build a coalition to educate, register
and mobilize progressive voters. Punk
rock has always been on the edge and in
the forefront of politics. It is time to energize the majority of today's disenfranchised youth movement and to make
change a reality." The tour features AntiFlag, Midtown, The Bouncing Souls, Tom
Morello, Flogging Molly and many others.
It definitely seems that future presidential candidates will have more to worry
about then appeasing multi-billion dollar
corporations. As it will be shown in the
upcoming election, musical groups will
have a profound influence on the younger
voting population.

Rastko wishes that he could elect NOFX as
future President of the United States.

The Grand rennovates schedule,
offering old classics, indie hits
By Steven Schroeder

A&E Writer
With the combination of its unique movie selection and its varied schedule of events, The Grand
Cinema has become a favorite hangout for college
students.
Located only two miles from UPS at the intersection of 6th and Fawcett, The Grand is an art
house that focuses primarily on independent and
foreign films. However, Grand Board of Directors
member and UPS Professor Michel Rocchi elaborated, "Basically_ The Grand shows anything that
isn't the average Cineplex fare."
The Grand is a non-profit organization and most
of its employees work on a volunteer basis.
Because independent films are so I expensive, the
majority of The Grand's profits have to go toward
their distribution rights.
However, entrance fees and concession prices
are kept relatively low. "The Grand wants people
who love movies to be able to'afford to see
them...it's a community effort to bring good films
at a good price," Rocchi said.
In addition to its regular movie showings, The
Grand features numerous special events of interest
to college students.
The art house has recently started showing midnight movies on Friday and Saturday nights, featuring classics such as "Rocky Horror Picture
Show" and the soon-to-be cult favorite "Napoleon
Dynamite."
Many of the midnight movie showings have

sold out, and if they continue to be a success. The
Grand plans to expand it to other nights of the
week as well.
For students who are discussing a particular
film in class, The Grand can arrange daytime showings of the movie so it can be enjoyed in its original
theatrical format. The theater has recently been
running "Fahrenheit 9/11" for classes and has
received a largely positive response to the program.
Another great opportunity The Grand offers is
an open movie discussion on Saturday afternoons
after the first showing of a new movie. Local college professors or film clubs often lead the conversations, and they encourage anyone to join. The
discussion examines broader aspects of the plot
down to the film's tiniest nuances and allows
moviegoers to walk away with a greater appreciation for what they have just seen.
Featured movie series are now playing at The
Grand. Currently showing are Jump Cut Films,
which play every Friday and Saturday night at
11:47 pm. Showing this weekend is "High Fidelity,"
which will be followed next weekend by "Viva Las
Vegas." Look for The Grand Falls in Love, a new
film series, in the coming weeks.
To find out more about The Grand, its upcoming
events, or ways to volunteer, visit www.grandcinema.com or call 253-572-6062.

Steven Schroeder is a freshman who can't wait to fulfill his 80's film addiction at the Grand Cinemas.

Allison Fenney/ASUPS Photo Services

GRAND WELCOME—Old and new films join in the name of film.

Check out our
Back to School sale!
Tacoma Mall ',253; 671-2410
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If We Were Paid More, We'd Be Funnier

ASUPS, Internationalist leaders to
solve problems the old fashioned way
Duel to be fought Sunday at
dawn.
—f

By Jason Compson

Business Whiz and Staff Writer
In the latest development in the
Photo courtesy google.com
ASUPS/ Internationalist power THE FILTH AND THE FURYstruggle, Ryan Cunningham has ASUPS and the Internationalist get
challenged Internationalist editor things out in the open.
Raymond Rambert to an old fashioned pistol duel. The confrontation precipitated by months of financial
will be fought Sunday morning at and logistical see-sawing between
dawn at an undisclosed location.
the two organisations. The
According to the rules set forth by Internationalist, UPS's surrogate
Cunningham, one doctor and one Economist, has provided incisive
manservant may accompany ""**political commentary to the vaguely
combatant.
interested campus community for
This awkward and antiquated upward of a year now. ASUPS, the
challenge of honour and courage was

rt

By J.P. Mulligan III

Investigative Reporter

0

hate our freedom.

student governing body, has provided funding to just about everyone
since time immemorial.
The Combat Zone asked Rambert
how the challenge came about: "I
was at a party last weekend, halfway
through a case of Pabst when this
weirdo came up and slapped me
accross the face with a white glove.
I'm not sure what that was all about."
Added Rambert, "I hope this is some
kind of joke. I have a dentist appointment on Monday."
Cunningham was unavailable for
comment, but has reportedly been in
isolation all week with a biography
of Alexander Hamilton and a case of
cheap cognac.
Mr. Compson is neither a doctor nor a

manservant, and will not be attending

.

Fraternity gets classy, switches to Wine
Bong
Get ready for "The Wong"

wit

The terrorists

Tired of the age-old stereotype of
fraternal organizations being
debauched dens of sin and ill-repute,
UPS fraternity Sigma Chi has made
the decision to switch from the standard beer bong to the classier, more
refined wine bong. The switch is
effective as of Friday, Oct. 1, and
promises to refine senseless boozing
like never before.
Roger Chivers, a junior transfer
student, was one of the main proponents of the switch. "I didn't join this
group because I thought they were
afraid of change," he reported. "I
saw the potential for a fresh take on
the concept of drinking things
through a tube. "
The wine bong apparently functions rather like its familiar beeroperated cousin, but requires a bottle
of Charles Shaw in lieu of the standard pounder of Nattie Ice. Test runs
have produced favorable results.
"It makes me feel like Hugh
Hefner," notesdlvan Thompson, a

junior. 'It also really works with my
new Benny Goodman thing."
The frat is reportedly planning a
kick-off event to celebrate the new
trend. Highlights will include a velvet-covered bounce house, $10 personalized master portraits, lawn
bowling and heated discussions of
politics and society. The living room
has been re-dubbed "The Drawing
Room," and the basement "The
Smoking Parlour" in honor of the
fresh "Old Money" flavor.
"I'd never have guessed that a
change as small as the type of liquor
poured carelessly in our funnels
would have such a huge impact on
how our frat comes off to the outside
world," mused senior Aaron
Kennings. "I heard Susy Pierce is
coming to our kickoff party. That's a
big step considering who was
showin' up here my freshman year.
Photo courtesy shockingfun.com
Even my old man says he's real
SOME CALL IT A "WONG"—
proud of us."
The new wine bong takes campus
Adopting the wine bong may not by storm.
instantly put every frat member's
name in the Seattle Social Register,
but it just might give the UPS frat houses, finer looking ladies and more
scene the little edge it needs over prominent athletes as members, but
local and national competition. Adds we're drinkin' like it's 1899."
Kennings, "Other chapters have nicer

How to spot a real woman
To incoming freshman discovering that they might be small fish in a big sea,
here are some things to consider when differentiating the girls from the
women, the grass from the turf, and the playas from the hate-ahs.
Smirnoff Ice does not count as a cocktail, no matter what your friends try to tell
you.
Even if your name IS Thompson, you DON'T have your name on a building.
The sprinklers are on in the rain for a reason. Don't worry about it.
The guys who row the boats refer to themselves as "The Crew." This is not a
street gang.
UPS is the Harvard of Tacoma.
Harvard is the UPS of Cambridge, Mass.
Gay is the new straight, and pink is the new black. Get used to it.
Don't hook up with your damn R.A. It's been done, and it wasn't cool then
either.

What's happening that doesn't need to be spun
by a newsman to be funny?
Weapons of localized destruction:
Your 18 year old brother can go to Wal Mart
-

-

-

and purchase an assault rifle. If he can't legally
kill "deer" with the firepower required to fight
Iraqi insurgents in Umm Qasr, then by God, the
terrorists have already won.
This is not that funny.

Headlines
in Brief
Automatic door usage stats show
that 90% of campus is handicapped in some way
Hans Ostrom calls self, everyone
else, bastard

Prospective students confuse Sub
with nearby Swedish meatball
factory

Olsen twins don't end up going to
college anywhere after all

Football team wins game, cancels
rest of season to make time for
appropriate celebration

United States sneezes, God blesses
Classics majors experience simultaneous epiphany
Clever student rearranges bumper
sticker: The Sound of Puget
niversi
udent Senators think they shou ld
be paid

Herd of res an dissapPoln ted:
there is no party at S. 21s t
and
rence" try S 21st and
Proctor instead an d get shot

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff, or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent the opinions of anyone. Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu .
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Loggers' early road woes piling up
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Ten game road swing leaves volleyball
with 1-9 record heading into heart of
NWC schedule
By Greg Chalfin
Sports Writer
After an early season schedule that rivaled the travel
schedule of George W. Bush and John Kerry, the women's
volleyball team is finally back on campus.
The road has been unkind to the Loggers in the early
going. After opening with a win at the Willamette
Invitational, against conference opponent Whitman, the
Loggers have lost nine matches in a row heading into
Tuesday night's match against preseason favorite Pacific
Lutheran. Last weekend UPS dropped road matches at
Lewis & Clark, three games to one, and George Fox, 3-2.
This is an unexpected start to what many thought had
the potential to be a special season. Puget Sound was
picked to finish third in the Preseason Northwest
Conference Coaches' Poll, including one first place vote.
Coach Mark Massey, in his ninth season with Puget
Sound, noted that the preseason poll is, "really just a
guess, especially this year because there was so much
turnover (in the conference) from a year ago." The Loggers
lost All-NWC setter Megan Apperson. "Losing a setter is
like losing your point guard or quarterback," Massey said.

Tiail

For UPS, this rough start is, likely, just part of an Antonio, Texas; Portland, Oregon; and Newberg, Oregon
adjustment period. At 1-9, however, it looks as if the team have left the Loggers playing away from Tacoma for three
may be in for an uphill climb.
full weeks.
Senior Stephanie Ferris is still optimistic about the
Now they are confident that their experiences away
Loggers' outlook.
from home will make the rest of confer"Everybody's staying positive and
ence play much easier.
everyone is so tight that we know we
"Winning on the road is more diffi"Winning on the road
can put it all together," Ferris said.
cult," junior Nikki Esposito said. "It's
"Our chemistry is great. We just need a
hard to travel and play in a new place
is more difficult. It's
little more drive, a little more fire and
with all the pressure. At home, we have
hard to travel and play
we'll be right there."
our crowd and our court, and those are
in a new place with all
At George Fox Sept. 18, Puget
the games we're supposed to win."
the pressure."
Sound led two games to one and was
Eight of the Loggers' next 13 matches
— Nikki Esposito
in control of game four, only to let the
are in Memorial Fieldhouse.
volleyball
Bruins come back and win the match in
Despite the disappointment of the
the fifth game.
difficult start, the team emphasizes that
"95 percent of the George Fox
they are progressing. "I'm so proud of
match was good," Massey said. "(We)
how we played this past weekend,"
can't make those critical mistakes if we're going to win junior Emily Sabelhaus said, the team's leader in assists.
games."
Ferris agreed with her teammate.
"We're playing so much better than we did at the start
Much of the Loggers' inability to close out wins can be
attributed to their youth. The team has only three seniors
of the season."
The Loggers have one main goal for the rest of the seathis season and lost two key players from last season. "It is
a fairly young team, but our younger players have played
son, "It's been a lot of fun," freshman Monica Graves said.
well," Massey said.
"We've shown we can play at a great level. Now, I hope we
The travel schedule has truly been remarkable for a can play less sporadically."
The next chance for the team to put it all together is
Division DI school like UPS. The team has not played a
game at home; nor have they played a match that counted
against the Boxers of Pacific U,Tikyersity (1-9) in Memorial
in the state of Washington. Trips to Salem, Oregon; San
Fieldhouse Sept. 241e7 r.ra.

Cross Country kicks off
By Doug Sprague

Editor-in-Chief
Logger Cross Country invaded Lincoln Park in Seattle on Sept. 8 for
the Sundodger Invitational.
Both teams battled unfriendly weather en route to finishing sixth in
the second meet of the season. The women were led by freshman Lael
Wilcox, while junior Frank Prince paced the men. The rain did not
seem to bother Wilcox, as she finished the 5k women's course in 18:51.
The next best Logger women were senior Sara Burnet and junior Sarah
Orzell, who were not far behind, with times of 19:01 and 19:04, respectively.
Prince posted a time of 25:17 on the men's 8k course. Senior teammate Taylor Hallvik finished the race in 11th, with a time of 25:28.
Sophomore Dan Pollard posted a time of 26:11, to round out Puget
Sound's top three.
Cross Country opened the season in Ft. Steilacoom, hosting the UPS
Open. Wilcox and Prince led the Loggers at this meet as well, finishing

second and third, respectively. The men were able to edge out St.
Martin's by three points, 30-27, for the team crown. The women came
up one point short of the Saints, who posted 29 points.
UPS is idle this weekend, but travels to Willamette on Oct. 2 to compete in the Willamette Invitational.

Editor-in Chief Doug Sprague is a flounder.

Logger
Sports On Tap
Football
Sept. 25 vs. La Verne
1:30 p.m.
Nick Kiest and Elizabeth Rauderbush/ASUPS Photo Services

DOUBLE, DOUBLE, TOIL AND TROUBLE ... FOR BEARCATS—Loggers

Kate Daly (2) and Scott

Blanchet (20) get shifty in front of their Willamette counterparts on Sept. 19. The men cruised to a 6-0 win
and the women dominated 4-0. For the women, it was the largest margin of victory against the no. 10ranked Bearcats in over three years and another notch in their unblemished 5-0 record. The men continued their early season success in the league opener against Willamette, scoring six goals from four different players, including two from midfielder Anthony Fioretti. Next up for each Logger team was the
Pacific Lutheran Lutes on Sept. 22-23, the scores of which were unavailable at press time, before they head
to Oregon to face George Fox on Sept. 26.

Women's Soccer

Sept. 26 at George Fox,
Newburg, Ore. Noon
Men's Soccer

Tired of reading the same old depressing "real life"
crap from real newspapers?

Sept. 26 at George Fox,
Newburg, Ore.
2:30 p.m.

Read the Trail!
Keeping things light since 1467.

Volleyball

Tonight vs. Pacific
7 p.m.
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Discussing Ichiro's MVP credentials
By Sean Duade
Sports Writer
Let the great MVP debate begin.
That's right, it's that time of year
again when playoff chases heat up
and every fan seems to make a case
that their team's players deserve
some hardware. This year in Seattle, the argument centers
around only one player — right field sensation, Ichiro
Suzuki.
Compared to recent years, Mariners fans have little to
argue about. Moyer's not competing for a Cy Young
Award. Eddie Guardado is on the shelf, and wouldn't win
the Rolaids Relief Man award even if he was healthy. Bret
Boone and Edgar Martinez aren't competing for the Hank
Aaron Award or a Silver Slugger. Thankfully, the baseball
gods have given us Ichiro Suzuki.
Ichiro, hands down Seattle's most valuable player this
year, is keeping things interesting for Seattle fans whose
playoff dreams turned into a nightmare long ago. Since the
all-star break, Ichiro is hitting a robust .430 with an OBP
around .470, and is seemingly determined to break George
Sisler's single-season hits record.
Sisler set his incredible single season hits mark, of 257,
in 1920 playing as a 27-year-old first-baseman for the St.
Louis Brown's. The record has stood for 84-years and has
only once been seriously approached
before, when a 32.
year-old named Lefty O'Doul banged -cwit t_ 254 hits for
3 Philadelphia in 1929. Now for the first time in eight
decades a player is finally gaining on Sisler's ghost.
All this excitement surrounding the chase for the single-season hits record begs the question: If Ichiro was to
break Sisler's record, should he be named the AL's MVP?
In a word, no. In a few words, not even close.
That being said, Ichiro does have a few factors working in
dr his favor:
He plays in the AL West. The last eight AL MVPs have
played in the West division (A. Rodriguez - Texas '03, M.
Tejada - Oakland '02, I. Suzuki '01, J. Giambi - Oakland '00,
I. Rodriguez - Texas '99, J. Gonzalez - Texas '98, K. Griffey
Jr. - Seattle '97, J. Gonzalez - Texas '96)
He plays for a mid-market club in a competitive league.
In the recent past, baseball writers have shown a fondness
for the small-to-mid-market club who comes out on top; as
opposed to the Yankees who have dominated in a large
market with an obscene payroll.
He has won the award before. Lets face it, in order to
win you need to get on the ballot and familiarity gets you
consideration.
Yet while Ichiro does have several factors working in
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his favor he has one very large factor
working against him — he is playing
duade
on a terrible team. Which brings
in
about the question that gives baseball
writers ulcers and bad sleep patterns:
spades
What exactly does Most Valuable
Player mean?
It's an argument that has been raging since 1931, when the award was introduced into both
leagues. And the prevailing sentiment on an annual basis
is that a player must be on a team that wins, be that the
pennant, their division, or even the wild card, and in a few
rare cases a team that was in contention for the playoffs.
The 2004 Mariners are, of course, in contention for none of
these things.
However, there will always be a wise guy who'll bring
up Alex Rodriguez '03 or Andre Dawson from '87, the last
two MVPs to play on a last place team. But it's important
to note that in A-Rod's case he had had two spectacular
seasons prior to '03, where he finished runner-up and sixth
respectively in the MVP voting solely because he was on a
last place team. In '03 it is speculated that A-Rod may have
won because he had not won the award before and the
Baseball Writers of America felt guilty for previously
denying him.
But the fact of the matter is that if Ted Williams could
hit .406 in 1941 and lose out to Dimaggio because the
Yankees won the pennant and then later win the triple
crown in '47 only to lose the MVP again to Dimaggio for
the same reason (though in '47 he had a far inferior year),
then that gives you a good idea as to what writers consider the MVP to mean.
Jayson Stark, a weekly columnist for ESPN and a regular guest on Baseball Tonight, puts the debate of what
makes an MVP into plain language when he writes:
"This isn't the Most Picturesque Numbers Award. This
isn't the Most Outstanding Player Award. This isn't even
the 'Best Player Who Has Gotten Jobbed Out of an MVP in
the Past Award. This is about value.
"The lessons of history couldn't be more clear," he continues. "There have been 145 MVP trophies, and 141 of
them went to players on teams with winning records.
That's 97 percent, friends."
But maybe you don't agree with that logic. You probably think that is bogus and unjust. "Let the best player win
the award!" you might say. Well, first, even if Ichiro breaks
Sisler's record it would be highly debatable that he broke
Sisler's record flat-out, and second, that he is the best player in the league.
Let's for a moment assume that Ichiro will break the
single season hits record — and he is on pace to do so, as
of the completion of Monday
night's game he
is projected to
hit
259—It
would
still

Area college student dating self
THINGS ARE REALLY STARTING TO HEAT UP

Photo courtesy members.chello.at/bruno . preschem/bilder13.htm

THE HOME STRETCH —Ichiro Suzuki gets airborne for a

fly ball at the Mariners' Safeco Field. Ichiro is on pace to
break George Sisler's single-season hits record for a team
that might lose 100 games.
make little difference to the MVP voters, for numerous reasons.
First of which is that Ichiro's pace is based upon 162
game season, ending on Oct 3 against Texas. When Sisler
set the hits record in 1920, he played in a slightly shorter
154 game season. That, and by comparison Sisler's stats
were far superior during his 1920 season than Ichiro's this
season; meaning that while Ichiro bangs out hits in great
numbers he doesn't have much power.
During Sisler's 1920 record setting campaign, at age 27,
he hit 19 home runs, 49 doubles, and 18 triples while
knocking 122 RBI, stealing 42 bases and hitting .406.
Hmm, do Ichiro's stats approach any of those numbers,
aside from steals and hits? It's really not even close. Sisler
had 86 extra-base hits that year compared to the 36 that
Ichiro currently has, and the 50 he had during his '01 MVP
season.
Second, and more damning to Ichiro's candidacy for
AL MVP, is the fact that there are plenty of other deserving
candidates having better years and, most importantly,
playing on better teams than Ichiro. That list includes the
likes of Manny Ramirez, David Ortiz, Gary Sheffield,
Vladimir Guerrero, Hank Blalock and Johan Santana.
Come late October, when MVP debates will reach their
paramount, Ichiro will be placed on the ballot, but don't be
fooled; he won't finish higher than fifth.

Sports Writer Sean Duade is a regular columnist for the
Mariners website, InsideThePark.com

Loggers of the Week
Elizabeth Pitman
Soccer
Games: 5
Goals: 3
Assists: 5
Pitman scored a goal and collected two assists while
leading her team to a pair of shutout victories. She
was named NWC Offensive Player of the Week.

Eric Peterson, top, has one of many romantic dinners with himself at their favorite restaurant.
By LISA CHENEY

cost-effective decision on my part, but it's been really
Local college student Eric Peterson recently nice for us to spend more time together." Peterson
announced that he's entered a committed
was apparently unaware of Free Checking from
relationship—with himself. Peterson vehemently Washington Mutual. It's an account with no monthly
denied rumors that the two were dating
fees and the option to add Deluxe
other people. "We're totally committed
services like free online bill pay. And he
"We've never
to each other. We've never been happier."
could have gotten Free Checking just by
When asked what prompted the campus
been h appier." visiting a Washington Mutual Financial
heartthrob to take himself off the market
Center, then signed up for online bill pay
he chalked it up in large part to his
at wamu.com . "Dang," said Peterson, "if
current financial situation, claiming that monthly fees I had known about Free Checking Deluxe, my current
from his checking account were making it too dating situation would be different. I probably wouldn't
expensive for him to date around. "It was partly a
have settled down with someone so soon."

FREE CHECKING DELUXE
1400-7884000

Washington Mutual
MORE HUMAN INTEREST

FDIC INSURED

Rory Lee
Football
Carries: 35
Yards: 169
YPC: 4.8
Total yards: 246
Lee gained 113 yards on 19 cars es and came away
with 180 all purpose yards in the Loggers 12-9 victory
against Claremont.
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Defense propels football to 2-0 start
The Loggers' potent rushing attack
and strong defense are the primary reasons the football team has its first winning streak in over three years

backer and captain Joe Boice said. "And this offseason a lot
stand that won the game for the Loggers. Claremont had •
of the defensive guys took that to heart and really came
the football at the Logger 6-yard line and was preparing to
together as a team and worked hard to put ourselves in the
kick a field goal to send the game to overtime. The Loggers
position we're in now."
called a timeout to ice the Claremont kicker, but were surThe Logger defense has turned
prised to see the offense come back on
opponents into one-dimensional
the field after the timeout. Claremont
offenses, having to throw an average
pounded it in and got the first down,
of 27.5 times a game because it has
and the feeling on the Logger side of
held their opponents to a mere 136
the ball was a dismal one.
"The defense is the
yards rushing through the first two
"People had a general feeling that
heart of this team right
games. The increase in throwing has
this one was over," Boice said. Once
led to an increase in turnovers for
again the Logger defense stomped out
now, and they have
opponents as the Logger secondary
any idea of a loss in regulation, stopdone a great job workhas nabbed three passes away from
ping Claremont three consecutive times
ing as a team."
their opponents thus far.
from the 4-yard line, and forced the
— Phil Willenbrock
"The defense is the heart of this
Stags to kick a field goal to tie it up.
head coach, football
team right now," Willenbrock said.
"That was huge because that is not
"And they have done a great job worksomething people have come to expect
ing as a team. Every guy who has
from UPS football," Boice said.
stepped on the field, not only defenIn overtime the Stags went on
sively but offensively as well, has
offense first with similar success as
their last drive in regulation. They went
worked so hard that it is tough to point
out any individual."
three and out and were forced to kick a 30-yard field goal.
The Loggers' first match of the season came against
The Loggers went on offense and were contained for
Pomona-Pitzer. Possession proved to play a big part of this
the first two plays putting them in a situation of third
game, and the Loggers won the battle by refusing to turn
down and eight. However, the Loggers remained confithe ball over, while coming up with four turnovers of their
dent.
own.
Carlson rol
his4101111,0, connected with Bean
down the si e me.
Most importantly, it was a team effort. "There probably
"Andy threw a great ball and Aaron made a great
isn't one individual play or player I could point to and say
that play or player defined this game," Boice said. "Our catch," Willenbrock said. Bean took the pass 23 yards for
the winning touchdown and now the Loggers are sitting
entire team played well and although (Pomona) handed
most of those four turnovers to us we were able to capital- in a position unfamiliar to those seen the last three years.
ize on them."
The players would like you to throw everything you
Graves led the way for the Loggers with 124 yards thought you knew about Logger football out the window
— this is a brand new team. "There aren't any prima donrushing and Carlson added a 36-yard touchdown strike to
Hervol. Junior kicker Stephen Hoerschelmann also tacked nas on this football team," Boice saide. "Everyone knows
their role and is ready to do whatever it takes to win."
on a 23-yard field goal to seal the victory for the Loggers.
So far it has all come together as the Loggers have douThe Loggers' second matchup of the season came
bled their win total of the past three years in the first two
against the Claremont Stags. This was a game in which
games. The Loggers next game is Saturday, Sept. 25 at
drama and emotion ran high as the Loggers pounded their
home against the University of La Verne. The game will
way to a 12-9 away victory, their first since Nov. 4 of the
begin at 1:30 p.m.
2000 season.
Sports Writer Will Holden burns with a sweet desire for
This game was accentuated by the four goal line stands
canned meat.
by the Logger defense. However, it was the final goal line
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By Will Holden

Sports Writer
For the past three years, Logger football has been a
program with a bruised reputation. The Loggers are
known as a team that has had its share of talent but has
trouble executing. In the past three seasons, UPS was only
able to manage one win, but this year the Loggers hope to
prove that those underachieving years are a thing of the
past, and undergo what third-year head coach Phil
Willenbrock calls, "a transformation of expectations."
From the looks of this young season, that just might
happen. Willenbrock is very optimistic about this season.
"This is a hardworking, young team," he said. Although
this team is young, Willenbrock would not venture to say
they are inexperienced.
"We were a very young team last year," he said. "But
now some of these guys have been here for a little while
and are really working hard to achieve the goals they laid
out for themselves."
This year's offense boasts a talented group of three
backs, seniors Stephen Graves and Danny Hervol and
sophomore Rory Lee. The rushing game has been in
motion thanks in large part to this trio, which has combined for a total of 446 rushing yards in the first two games
of the season. The ground game, as well as the offensive
game in general, is aided by junior quarterback and 2003's
NWC-leading rusher, Andy Carlson. Carlson has scampered for 76 yards through this early season and has
thrown two long key touchdown strikes to Hervol and
junior reciever Aaron Bean.
But even more impressive than the offense's ability to
run the football has been the defense's ability to stop it.
This is especially big for the Loggers because they have
not been known for their ability to stop others from scoring.
"In my time here there has been a lot of finger pointing
at the defense for allowing all the points," senior line-

Trail Sports Trivia
College Football Edition
Who holds the single-season
NCAA passing record?

Michael Vick C. Andre Ware
D. Ty Detmer
Doug Flutie

0

Who holds the career NCAA
rushing record?

Who has won the most NCAA
titles since 1980?

A.Barry Sanders C.Ricky Williams
D.O.J. Simpson
B.Ron Dayne

C. Miami
Penn State
Florida State D. Nebraska

University of Pu et Sound Fitness Club

E xclusively
onl ne . .
htt

Open to UPS faculty/staff, retirees and neighbors.
Tuesdays and Thursdays l2-lpm

Contact Inform ati on:
Ask for Mike Bahn or Roberta 'Wilson at (253) 879-2479 or
fitne ssclub(ekips .eciu
http: //ups. edulexer cis e_s ci en c elfitne s s cl

News
The internationalist severs ties
with ASUPS in an attempt to estab
ish itself as an independent publiation.
eatures
Preview of both the Men's and
omen's soccer seasons.

A&E
Student Services
tarts a shuttle pus
take adventurouS students
around Tacoma,
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